“HIS AND MY READER”:
REREADING PALE FIRE HYPERTEXTUALLY

Many of the debates surrounding Pale Fire over the last fifty years have concerned the “true” authorship of the novel. Authorship is, however, not the concern of this paper, which argues that the different readers addressed within the text by Kinbote are of greater importance. I will examine Pale Fire’s structure through a reader-response inflected version of hypertext theory. There are two generally accepted readers of Pale Fire, as suggested by Herbert Smith: the Shadean reader, who focuses on the poem, and the Kinbotean, who focuses on the non-linear and predominantly examines Kinbote’s commentary. ¹ A third implied reader, “encoded in the text, representing the integration of data and the interpretative process ‘invited’ by the text,”² supplements the other two: the Nabokovian reader. The first two explicit readers can be seen through Kinbote’s references to readership such as “his and my

reader” in his commentary. Most readers quickly discard the initial two methods of reading and follow Nabokov’s advice and reread closely to hunt down clues in a hypertextual manner, free from the constraints of the linearity of the novel and the linearity of Kinbote’s cross-references. Nabokov used this method to explore the intratextual network within the novel and to subvert causality in the novel. This has unintended consequences, however, since Nabokov’s authority dissolves with the novel’s structural openness and with the elevation of the two great artists as protagonists.

Stuart Moulthrop’s definition of hypertext as “promiscuous, pervasive, and polymorphously perverse connection” encapsulates Nabokov’s fiction’s appeal in terms of its highly allusive and playful nature. One can see this hypertextuality within the entire Nabokov canon, from the explicit cross-references in Pale Fire, through to the textual and narrative layers of Lolita and the promiscuous nature of Nabokov’s fictional universe, whereby characters, and the author himself, travel from one text to another without fanfare. In a more technical sense, hypertext elevates the possibility of reading in a non-linear fashion – though it does not necessitate such a reading – and thus creates new connections unforeseen by a linear reading. David Cowart highlights this motif in Pale Fire by asserting that “the real subject of ‘Pale Fire’ (the poem) is its own intertextuality.” There is a strong symbiosis between the poem and the commentary, which Kinbote hints at, suggesting that “without my notes Shade's text simply has no human reality at all” (PF, 25), but Kinbote’s text would also be less interesting without its anchor. The inherent connections within the novel form a hypertextual structure upon which all interpretations of the text depend. Manolescu-Oancea’s reading of Nabokov’s “intertextuality [as] usually a precise science, in which specific pointers signal a precise source” also suggests

---

3 Vladimir Nabokov, Pale Fire (London: Penguin, 2000), 125. Henceforth in the text and footnotes as (PF). References to “Pale Fire” the poem will take the form (PF,l.xxx). Other references to the two conflicting readers in the novel include “my reader” (PF, 202, 223, 224, 235) and Shade’s readers (PF, 83, 140, 92). There are also eighteen neutral references to “the reader” (PF, 15, 25, 66, 100, 106, 119, 132, 152, 155, 164, 173, 180, 183, 184, 188, 192, 197 and 202). Only six of those notes, however, could refer to just Shadean readers.

4 It would, therefore, be misleading to label the Nabokovian rereader the ideal reader of Pale Fire, since his/her conclusions are often different from Nabokov’s. See Peter Hünn, John Pier, and Wolf Schmid, Handbook of Narratology (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 398.


that Nabokov used intertextuality in a technical manner akin to hypertext. Many critics have seen *Pale Fire* as hypertext. Ted Nelson, who coined the term hypertext, was the first to see *Pale Fire*’s hypertextual potential. In the late 1960s, Nelson gained permission to use *Pale Fire* to demonstrate his prototype hypertext system. He believed that the novel was highly connective and thus a perfect choice to demonstrate his early research, which would eventually inspire Tim Berners-Lee’s World Wide Web. When literary hypertext theory started to gain popularity in the early 1990s, *Pale Fire* was often cited as a proto-hypertext, but this was never explored to any reasonable depth other than to confirm the novel’s multicable nature.

Espen Aarseth approached *Pale Fire* as a hypertext from an empirical stance, suggesting that the predominant motifs of its hypertextuality include: constant linking that does not change over time, an impersonal perspective whereby the reader is not a character in the text, random access, explicit links, and the fact that the reader’s main role is to interpret the connections. From these features, Aarseth concluded that *Pale Fire* does not share many traits with narrative-based electronic hypertexts. This analysis, however, fails to capture *Pale Fire*’s greatest strength as a print-based hypertext: it is effortless in its artifice. The Nabokovian reader is sufficiently familiar with the text, commentary and index format and this familiarity increases the reader’s confidence in assuming the hypertextual reading method. Boyd notes that *Pale Fire* is Nabokov’s “most perfect novel structurally.” This achievement would not be possible without the underlying hypertextual current. In *Pale Fire*, Nabokov has created a hypertext that feels so natural that the reader does not necessarily realize that he/she is traversing the text in a non-linear manner. This is not a universal view of the text and some early critics, such as Page Stegner, believe the artifice is clunky: “Original and complex and full of wonderful language it certainly is, though I think it [sic] perhaps overcomposed and overcontrolled - Nabokov’s *Finnegans Wake.*” Perhaps it is now, in the digital age, that *Pale Fire* can be compared to other hypertext systems and can

---

10 That is, it can be read in both a linear and non-linear manner.
become recognized as a lovingly crafted novel, not overcomposed or controlled, especially when compared to other hypertextual projects, such as the World Wide Web.

It is the effects of the novel’s hypertextuality that are important. For example, the motif of the “death of the author” in the text is highlighted by the hypertextualization of the novel. On a literal level, this is the death of John Shade, but there is also the metaphorical death of the author(s). First, the authority of the poem is killed by Kinbote’s commentary, subverting the linearity of the poem but this too is then subverted by Nabokov’s subliminal instructions to the reader to ignore Kinbote’s advice (PF, 18). Perhaps there is even a third author slain in the text as Nabokov’s instructions and wishes are often subverted by the reader’s own interpretation of events. Thus, the reader emerges as the custodian of the “reality” within the text. The elevation of the reader through the structure of Pale Fire reflects the struggle of hypertext theorists to create systems that empower the reader’s sense of freedom, rather than further restrict them. Nabokov referred to this personal hypertext when he suggested, “curiously enough, one cannot read a book: one can only reread it. A good reader, a major reader, an active and creative reader is a rereader.”

The adjectives “creative” and “active” place the onus on the reader, rather than the author. This notion reflects the goals of reader-response theory, but more recent narrative theorists, such as Seymour Chatman, have argued that, although the implied reader is necessary for the communicative transaction with the implied author who is constructed through the reader’s knowledge of the author’s context, “the reader can constitute only one-half of that actualization.” This communication model is limited in the case of ergodic literature including Pale Fire, which requires a feedback loop such as Ben-Arie’s model of reading transactions. Ben-Arie’s model posits that the author controls the structure of the text, but the way that the reader responds to this shapes his/her own interpretation which remakes the text through its structure. Thus, the proposition that one can only reread a book implies that one needs to understand the linearity of a text to subvert it. This is established in the first reading, so it is only in the second reading that Nabokov’s dominant connections, along with the reader’s own, begin

---

15 Seymour Chatman, Coming to Terms: The Rhetoric of Narrative in Fiction and Film (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1990), 75.
17 Ibid.
to emerge. It is Nabokov’s connections, however, that solely govern our initial reading of the text.

The first example of the novel’s hypertextuality is in the explicit cross-references, which start from the foreword. Brian Boyd posits in *Nabokov’s Pale Fire: The Magic of Artistic Discovery*, that if one follows the only explicit cross-reference to the commentary, “(See my note to line 991)” (*PF*, 15), in the foreword, one’s journey following the connections ends with the penultimate annotation.  

Boyd suggests that this is the only cross-reference in the foreword and that it propels the reader onto a path which ends near the novel’s conclusion and which starts to demonstrate Kinbote’s unreliability.  

There are, however, deeper layers of references embedded within the foreword. Kinbote also alludes to “my last note to the poem” (*PF*, 16), once more a reference to the dénouement of the plot, more carefully hidden. Most interestingly, there is an almost cryptic clue: ‘as mentioned in a note my reader shall find’ (*PF*, 18). Through Kinbote’s foreword, Nabokov has mapped out three methods of reading the novel: in a linear manner, following Kinbote’s links, or forgoing suggested connections to follow one’s own intuition.

---

19 Ibid.
The trusting or unsure reader can follow the explicit references. The standard hierarchical linked path will ensue and allow the reader to follow Kinbote’s linear trail through his notes. This subverts the linearity of the Shadean story, but creates a further linearity through Kinbote’s commentary. This is similar to the main flaw of the hyperlink because one can only explore certain pre-determined choices in a linear manner that the reader may not wish to follow.\(^{20}\) Thus, the Shadean and the Kinbotean readers trace similar narrative paths, albeit with a different focus.

Figure 1 is a map of all explicit links made in *Pale Fire*. There are over 500 cross-references between the three segments of the novel, although it should be noted that 69% of all references are from the index, only referring to the commentary, thus increasing the autonomy of Kinbote’s narrative over Shade’s poem. The index is a sub-set of the graph that immediately demonstrates Kinbote’s unreliability. Kurt Vonnegut summed up Kinbote’s role as a self-indexer in his novel *Cat’s Cradle*, suggesting that a self-indexer is an amateur who reveals more about his/her personality and flaws than expected.\(^{21}\) This has a corollary which is abundantly clear in Kinbote’s commentary to “Pale Fire” – the writers who forge their own connections through their own text also reveal their own personality flaws or paranoia. For instance, Kinbote repeatedly draws the reader’s attention to certain annotations, in particular to the note to line 149, which paints a vivid picture of Zemblan geography, without attempting to gloss Shade’s poem. Furthermore, the index contains only two direct references to the poem. Kinbote uses the index to strengthen the connections within his own narrative, rather than to highlight the patterns within the poem. Hazel Bell posits that “‘Bias’ would be too weak a word to apply to the indexer’s selection and terminology: it gives a fine example of editorial power corrupting.”\(^{22}\) The theme of Kinbote’s “editorial power corrupting” could be the center of the novel explicitly seen in the overwhelming number of connections in the index compared to the number of the references to the poem. Moreover, Kinbote’s overall editorial influence over the poem is unknown. He has taken the liberty to add the one thousandth line, whether intended by Shade or not and professes, “I have italicized the Hazel theme” (*PF*, 156). One cannot know the extent of


Kinbote’s editorial totality. It does appear, however, that Kinbote has kept most of his major amendments to the marginalia, such as his suggestion for line 1000, and the variants which favor his narrative.

The reader can use Kinbote’s references to the book’s linearity to spatially discover the note he is referencing. An example of this is his reference to “my last note,” which must appear at the end of the book. This directly challenges the reader’s confidence in the hypertextual nature of the narration as he/she can skip to the end of the text and miss the bulk of the exposition. This, in turn, challenges the perceived limit of the printed page. N. Katherine Hayles notes this trend and describes the book as a “Random Access Device” whereby one can flip to any part of the text at random and gain insight. The final reference in the foreword to the note the reader will find is a more refined and useful version of random access: searching through the text for implicit connections. This is more appropriate to a “pure” hypertextual reading because it lacks hierarchy, and assumes the form of an isomorphic graph, whereby the reader can arrange the structure of the text to meet his/her own needs without adjusting the form of the text. Furthermore, the reader can use these links as a starting point to interpret the deeper resonances within the text. Thus, Kinbote’s connections, however useless the majority of them appear to the Nabokovian reader, are invaluable for providing a blueprint for reading the poem and commentary hypertextually that the reader will improve upon.

The three Pale Fire readers represent three archetypical hypertextual readers. Kinbote’s direct reference is a form of hierarchical hypertext, since there is a clear sense of order in the links. The second, indirect allusion can be linked to a meta-reading approach to hypertext, whereby the reader scans the physical text for the last note. Finally, the vague allusion to searching allows the reader to immerse him/herself in the layers of the text, rather than trace the well-followed paths throughout the novel. Moreover, these two latter methods of reading counter Kinbote’s explicit instructions in his foreword:

---

24 An opinion widely espoused by the hypertext community, particularly by Frank Halasz, who asserts “a query is just an incomplete link” in “Reflections on NoteCards: seven issues for the next generation of hypermedia systems,” in *Proceedings of the ACM conference on Hypertext*, HYPERTEXT ’87 (New York, NY, USA: ACM, 1987), 345-365.
25 It should be noted that a good index should fulfill this role in print-based media. See Jay David Bolter, *Writing Space: The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of Writing* (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1991), 22.
Although those notes, in conformity with custom, come after the poem, the reader is advised to consult them first and then study the poem with their help, rereading them of course as he goes through the poem, and perhaps, after having done with the poem, consulting them a third time so as to complete the picture. (PF, 25)

Herbert Smith notes that the decision to follow or ignore Kinbote’s instructions in one’s first reading is paramount. If the reader follows Kinbote’s instructions, he will be more sympathetic to Kinbote, but if one takes the poetic approach of ignoring the instructions and reads the poem first, he will become a poetic reader. Smith’s claim is problematic, since it ignores Nabokov’s assertion that rereading supersedes reading, and thus one initially reads Pale Fire to understand the text’s structure before formulating an interpretation based upon one’s understanding of said structure. It is highly unlikely that the reader would support either a Shadean or Kinbotean perspective until he starts to reread. When one rereads, however, instead of supporting one of the two initial reader types, the Shadean or the Kinbotean transforms into the Nabokovian as the reader starts to question the structure he had initially followed.

This transformation highlights Nabokov’s authority in the text because in a typical Nabokovian manner, there are three artists in Pale Fire, the thetic John Shade, the antithetic Charles Kinbote, and the synthetic Vladimir Nabokov. This synthetic reader emerges through rereading the text. The theme of multiple authors and personalities is explored through Kinbote’s potential alias, Botkin, a variant of “bodkin,” which Boyd notes is a “person wedged in between two others where there is proper room for two only.” Where there should be two, the poet and the annotator, Nabokov has squeezed in. Similarly, Nabokov hoped that his ideal rereader would wedge himself between the Kinbotean and the Shadean reader and hopefully displace them. Nabokov also asserted his authority in the text by referencing his earlier novels, Lolita and

---


28 See (PF, l.680, p. 49; 161; 191; and 243). In (PF, 191), note Kinbote mentions “his 1958 hurricane,” alluding to the year Lolita was published. Furthermore, when Kinbote says “modern taximen are as talkative as were the barbers of old” in (PF, 210), this may be an allusion to the difficult “Barber of Kasbeam” sentence in Lolita. (See
He also refers to himself, an act he undertook several times in his canon, including in *Lolita*, *King, Queen, Knave*, *Pnin* and *Bend Sinister*, where his intrusions are the most apparent. Grishokova takes this to its logical conclusion, positing that “Nabokovian characters live in the shadow of auctorial presence.” These references have an impact on the literary universe in which Nabokov’s characters reside. Their own fictional artifice is apparent through Nabokov’s playful nature. Christopher Nash notes that these extra-literary characters appear in *Pale Fire* and suggests that “the very flat, matter-of-fact quality of these allusions confers a kind of ‘objective external’ existence of the central figures of those other works of fiction.” Nabokov flattens his fiction into one macro-text and attempts to appropriate the rest of the Western canon into this macro-text. He creates a “web of sense,” which readers can follow in order to understand his texts. *Pale Fire* and its complex network structure stand as a microcosm of his canon and of the connections that manifest themselves between the texts.

One can also see confusing connections from the poem to the commentary (even though cause and effect dictates that the commentary cannot influence the poem) when Nabokov includes cryptic references to the commentary throughout Shade’s poem. Robert Alter envisions

---


29 See (PF, 124; 210; and 222). “A bald-headed suntanned professor in a Hawaiian shirt sat at a round table reading with an ironic expression on his face a Russian book.” (PF, 221) matches descriptions of Pnin.


31 One of the first critics to note this was Page Stegner in *Escape into Aesthetics*, 73.


33 Vladimir Nabokov, *King, Queen, Knave* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 254

34 The narrator can be seen to be an intrusion of Nabokov in *Pnin* (New York: Everyman’s Library, 2004), passim.


this as “an ideogram of the novel’s structure: poem flowing into commentary and vice versa.”

This seepage occurs most explicitly when Shade posits,

\[
\text{Man’s life as commentary to abstruse Unfinished poem. Note for further use (PF 1.939-40)}
\]

Kinbote responds to this note, suggesting,

\[
\text{If I correctly understand the sense of this succinct observation, our poet suggests here that human life is but a series of footnotes to a vast obscure unfinished masterpiece. (PF, 214)}
\]

These connections appear in far more subtle places too, but the unmentioned, traceable connections between the poem and the commentary are far more interesting than the links Kinbote suggests the reader should follow. Thus, the Nabokovian reader through his hypertextual reading fully appreciates the jouissance of the novel, achieving bliss in a way that is unattainable from other ways of reading.

Rather than relying on Kinbote’s glosses, the Nabokovian reader has to track down the sources to references on his own. Some of the clues to Nabokov’s references are within the text and simply need to be hunted down, such as the source of the title41 and the references to T.S. Eliot. Nabokov encourages the reader to discover the poet he is lampooning in Shade’s poem (PF, 1.376) and for the alert reader, the corresponding gloss (PF, 154) appears on the same page as Kinbote’s mention of T.S Eliot – the solution to the riddle. Nabokov plants these implicit connections within the novel so that the discerning rereader will fill the gaps and see that


\[41\] C.f. (PF, 66 and 223). Boyd notes this in The American Years, 437.
Kinbote has inadvertently done what he has tried his hardest to avoid – he glossed the allusions in the poem, but in all the wrong places. This is the microcosm of the entire industry of intertextuality and criticism in one novel. Boyd posits that “Ada could serve as a one text course on intertextuality.” Arguably, *Pale Fire* could serve a similar purpose with the added bonus of exploring the roles of explicit intratextuality and of the critic. Moreover, Boyd proposes that the discoveries within the text “demand no infinite Borgesian library – just a good dictionary, a complete Shakespeare, and curiosity, memory and imagination.” One has to reread the book since otherwise the reader will not spot the references Nabokov cryptically plants within the text. It may be true that every allusion in the poem is supplemented by a reference to the source text elsewhere by Kinbote. In fact, one may find an adequate commentary if one rearranges Kinbote’s notes into an order that favors source finding, rather than Kinbote’s narrative.

Furthermore, as Nabokov was a chronophobiac, he wanted the reader to read the text hypertextually as it allowed him to disrupt space and time usually presented in a linear manner in novels. Nabokov expressed a preference for Bergsonian time, focusing on duration rather than on the applied time of clocks and chronologies and this often led to him playing with the idea of fictional chronologies in his novels. Grishakova argues

Nabokov’s time though and time lived… a combination of the universal (clock) time and multiple nonlinear forms of temporality is typical of Nabokov's fiction. There is, on one hand, a rather explicit chronological framework of action... and on the other hand, the 'spiritual time' of memory and imagination

“Multiple nonlinear forms” are arguably the goal of hypertext fiction, and one can immediately see the dislocation of “spiritual time” and applied time in Kinbote’s commentary to “Pale Fire”.

---

46 Grishakova, *The Models of Space*, 75.
Kinbote attempts to transcend applied time by writing his story into the multi-linear commentary. Moreover, there are various types of space and time present in Nabokov’s fiction. Gabriel Zoran argues that there are three levels of space in fiction:

The topographical layer: space as a static entity ... The chronotopic level: the structure imposed on space by events and movements, i.e. by spacetime... The textual level: the structure imposed on space by the fact that it is signified within the verbal text

Hypertext theory is an attempt to exploit the third level, the textual level, and to explore the differences this level creates in the topography and chronotography of the text. This spatio-temporal disruption of Pale Fire is the most evident when Kinbote describes Gradus’s journey to New Wye. When describing Gradus’ flight to Copenhagen, Kinbote states that “spacetime itself is decay” (PF, 132). Kinbote’s comment can be read in juxtaposition to his presentation of the Gradus material in the commentary’s chronological order since he notes the forthcoming appearances of King Charles’s potential assassin. The repeated references to spacetime also highlight the potential to read general relativity in the novel, despite Nabokov’s claim that “I’ve drawn my scalpel through spacetime, space being the tumour… While not having much physics, I reject Einstein’s slick formulae; but there is no need to know theology to be an atheist.” The hypertextual nature of the book allows Nabokov to subvert this traditional spacetime, since one can jump around the text with little regard for any spatio-temporal dimensions. The reader only escapes the temporality of Kinbote’s narrative if he/she reads in the Nabokovian manner, since overall, fifty-two cross-references in the notes refer forwards to future notes, and the remaining twenty-one refer back to prior notes. (Please clarify what “forward” and “back” refer to here. Do you mean within Shade’s poem?) The cross-references emphasize Kinbote’s role in the creation of the poem and they constantly attempt to persuade the reader to jump forward in the novel. By

48 See (PF, 110, 123, 132, 183 and 214/217-8). In the note to line 596, he even plays with this theme, stating “What was Gradus doing that day? Nothing. Combinational fate rests on its laurels” (PF, 183).
49 Nabokov, Strong Opinions, 116.
subverting Kinbote’s new linearity, Nabokov is asking us to subvert typical spacetime into his own concept of time. Interestingly, Nabokov situates himself against the dominant force in general relativity metaphors in Twentieth Century fiction: stream of consciousness. Rather than having an omniscient narrator who can enter the characters’ minds at will, Nabokov presents Kinbote as a fallible and human narrator who proceeds to build on his singular misinterpretation of others’ motives.

Nabokov seems to suggest that by reading Pale Fire in a hypertextual manner, the reader can marvel at the pluralism of his novel. This pluralism through hypertext has allowed critics to posit the various schools of authorship in Pale Fire from John Shade as single author, to more complicated models, such as Boyd’s Hazel Shade theory in Nabokov’s Pale Fire: The Magic of Artistic Discovery. Peter Rabonwitz argues that the truth in the text is “profoundly unattainable” since the novel does not contain a meaningful center. One cannot call either the poem or the commentary the centerpiece of the novel, but as Patrick O’Donnell posits the foreword, poem, commentary and index,

mirror each other and reverberate against one another so that our attention is diverted from assessing the truth or informational value of the poem or the commentary.

Even though critics have argued that both the poem and the commentary are the centerpiece of the novel, the Iserian gaps they create due to their resonances mean that the reader has to supplement the text with his/her imagination. This has perhaps been overlooked in the Pale Fire criticism, but in the Lolita criticism the idea of indeterminacy has been frequently discussed, most prominently with respect to Nabokov’s possible mistake in dating a letter. In the Pale Fire criticism, there have been various assertions concerning what most likely happened in the “real

---

world” of New Wye, but less with respect to the stability of either Shade or Kinbote’s versions of events or the facts upon which they rely. The epistemological quest has been favored over the ontological questions. Stegner perhaps comes closest to this realization when he suggests that “the reality of Pale Fire is as chimerical as the identity of the ‘real’ Sebastian Knight, or the dream fantasies that constitute the fictional world of Bend Sinister or Invitation to a Beheading.”55 The plethora of potential worlds in Pale Fire is a great example of Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, whereby one can understand only so much about the text, but basic deducible axioms are insufficient to build significant discoveries upon. The text is unapproachable from one single definitive lens. Thankfully, this pluralism exists despite Nabokov’s comments. He stated, for example, “…the day on which Kinbote committed suicide (and he certainly did after putting the last touches to his edition to the poem).”56 In an interview he said, “I wonder if any reader will notice... that the nasty commentator is not an ex-king and not even Dr. Kinbote, but Prof. Vseslav Botkin, a Russian and a madman.”57 Finally and most crucially, in a rejected draft of Speak, Memory, he quoted an apocryphal version of Shade’s poem, stating

Nobody will heed my index,
I suppose,
but through it a gentle wind ex
Ponto blows58

Most of these comments are taken as absolutely true, but Nabokov also asserted that “of course ‘lane’ is the last word of Shade's poem,”59 suggesting that Kinbote’s line 1000, and perhaps any other line, was not part of Shade’s final design, has not been widely accepted as canonical and has been left to interpretation and debate – the reader has not simply accepted Nabokov’s

55 Stegner, Escape into Aesthetics, 21.
57 From his diary from 1962, quoted in Andrew Hoyem, On Nabokov’s Poem “Pale Fire” (San Fransisco: Arion Press, 1997), 4.
59 Nabokov, Strong Opinions, 73.
“solutions.” The poem’s conclusion should perhaps be reconsidered, since the main reason for line 999 being vital to the poem was outlined by an often overlooked early article on *Pale Fire* by Carol Williams, who suggests

The theme of this poem is that perhaps - 'who knows?' - 'the dead' exist on earth in electricity: Shakespeare may light 'a whole/Town'; perhaps the streetlamp numbered ‘nine-hundred-ninety-nine' is 'an old friend of mine' (as the tin wheelbarrow, the subject of line 999 of 'Pale Fire' is an old childhood friend of John Shade)⁶⁰

Shade had earlier identified his childhood toy, the tin gardener, as his *memento mori*, which resembles Kinbote’s gardener, whom Shade sees before he dies. This is a lot more pertinent and subtle than Kinbote’s line 1000 which explicitly asserts Shade’s awareness of his impending death. The Nabokovian reading of finding the patterns in both the poem and the commentary causes one to realize that the friend in line 999 is Shade’s childhood toy and *memento mori*. Only the Nabokovian reader is in the position to make these connections since they require careful rereading.

Thus, through Kinbote’s address to the reader(s) throughout the book, Nabokov subtly alerts us to the different ways of reading the text. In true Nabokovian fashion, he is not interested in the reader following either of the two methods that he explicitly highlights in the foreword and throughout Kinbote’s commentary. Instead, he hopes the reader will reread and find the connections within the text. Unfortunately for Nabokov, he has created a text with such dense connections and resonances that he lost his authorial control that he had retained longer than most other authors of similar stature. In this article, I have highlighted the three particular benefits of reading the text in a Nabokovian hypertextual manner: a greater understanding of the intertextual playfulness of *Pale Fire*, drawing attention to the delineation of time within the novel, and most importantly, it confronts the reader with the instability of the text, which must be confronted by the reader before he interprets the text. There are indeed many other ways in

---

which a hypertextual approach can be helpful to interpret *Pale Fire* and the rest of Nabokov’s corpus. More work needs to be undertaken on these complex and elusive motifs, which will lead to a better understanding of Nabokov’s work and how he expected the reader and the text to interact.
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